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HISTORICAL NOTE
Louis Wright Collection

Louis A. Wright was a Consulting Engineer for the General Development Company, a New York firm, and worked in both Globe, Az. in 1909, and later in El Paso, Tx. In 1913-1914.

SCOPE AND CONTENT
Louis Wright Collection

Folder 1 of this collection contains a Ledger displaying letters from W. F. Williams, Chief Clerk for Miami Copper Company, dated November, 1909, to February, 1910. The remainder of the collection is composed of correspondence written primarily to Louis Wright, concerning mining operations and technical analysis of locations for potential mining operations. Included are geology and mineralization reports pertaining to mining locations in Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, California, Colorado, Idaho and even Alaska.
CONTAINER LIST
Louis Wright Collection

Box 1.

Folder 1: Contains a ledger displaying letters from W. F. Williams, Chief Clerk for Miami Copper Company, from November, 1909, to February, 1910. These letters are addressed to various individuals and Companies, concerning Mining operations, equipment orders and employment notices.

Folder 2: Mining and geological documents and letters, dated 1906 to 1909.

Folder 3: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1909.

Folder 4: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1910-1911.
Folder 5: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1911-1912.

Folder 6: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1913.

Folder 7: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1913.

Folder 8: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1913.

Folder 9: Business correspondence concerning mining operations and opportunities, dated 1914.

Folder 10: Business correspondence, etc, which is not dated.